
Schmugglerweg to Klobenstein

HIKING TOUR

The almost 7km long smugglers' trail begins in the center of Schleching, leads to Klobenstein (alternatively further to 
Kössen) and offers various attractions.

Starting point
Start of the tour

Location
Schleching


distance:
7.0 kilometres 

duration:
02:35 hours


maximum altitude:
686 meters 

minimum altitude:
564 meters


altitude difference:
347 ascending 

altitude difference:
280 descending

Valley path. Refreshment option: Gasthaus Klobenstein (please note opening times). Achental hiking badge Checkpoints: 
Schleching Tourist Information; Smugglers' Path. Special features: Suspension bridges; Viewing platforms; Historical 
Samersteig; Entenlochklamm; Natural paradise; Legend of the Klobenstein Church; Adventure treasure map for children 
(available in the brochure section of the tourist information). Description: From Schleching (alternatively from 
Ettenhausen Geigelstein car park), the spectacular new hiking trail winds almost exclusively through the nature reserve. 
During the redesign, care was taken to maintain harmony with nature. In addition to the existing smugglers' path, which is 
suitable for strollers up to the border, another variant has now been created along a path with an alpine feel. It leads - 
mostly as a path - past Rudersburger Lake, the so-called "Toter-Mann-Bach" and a small waterfall. After a new, second 
suspension bridge at the Entenlochklamm with a breathtaking view of the Achental mountain river Tiroler Achen, the 
hiker finds the spectacular monument of an exposed glacier mill. It is now also possible to take a shorter circular route 
(approx. 30 minutes) over the old and new suspension bridges and on the Kössen side to two spectacular viewing platforms 
with a view of the alpine canyon. The banks of the Tiroler Ache invite you to cool off in summer. Children also have the 
opportunity to create a creative oasis with natural materials on the sandbanks. The Klobenstein church with its associated 
legend of the cloven stone is also worth a visit. After a refreshment in the neighboring Klobenstein inn, the return journey 
towards Schleching is possible either on foot along the path you have previously passed or by bus from the Klobenstein 
stop. Alternatively, you can continue hiking to Kössen. The return journey to Schleching and the surrounding area is also 
made by bus from the stop in the town center (Kössen Event Center stop).

Arrival by car

Parking spaces can be found at the Schleching Tourist Information Center.
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